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SUMMARY

Polyimide Kapton solar array blankets can be protected from atomic oxygen in low earth orbit if SiOx thin
film coatings are applied to their surfaces. The useful lifetime of a blanket protected in this manner strongly
depends upon the number and size of defects in the protective coatings. Atomic oxygen degradation is
dominated by undercutting at defects in protective coatings caused by substrate roughness and processing
rather than micrometeoroid or debris impacts. This is due to the low flux of debris and micrometeoroid impact
particles of significant size. Recent findings from the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) and ground-based
studies show that interactions between atomic oxygen and silicones may cause crazing and contamination
problems which may lead to solar array degradation.

INTRODUCTION

Atomic oxygen is formed in the low-earth-orbital (LEO) environment through photodissociation of 0 2 by
solar photons having wavelengths shorter than 2430A. Because of the low probability of atomic oxygen
interaction with neighboring atoms or molecules, it remains atomic in its 3p ground state rather than re-
associating. Spacecraft such as Space Station Freedom (SSF), will collide with this LEO atomic oxygen
atmosphere with impingement energies of 4.5 +_1 eV (ref. 1.). As a result of this atomic oxygen bombardment,
oxidation of unprotected polyimide Kapton, which is a structural support member for the solar array, would result
in unacceptably low durability of the solar array blanket. No suitable materials have been found to date as
replacements for solar array blankets which possess both the desirable properties of polyimide Kapton and have
acceptable durability to atomic oxygen. Metal oxide protective coatings such as SiOx, and other metal oxides
including fluoropolymer filled metal oxides (for improved strain to failure) have been identified as suitable
materials to provide atomic oxygen protection to underlying polyimide Kapton (ref. 2-4). The durability of SiO x-
protected Kapton depends strongly upon the number and size of defects in the coating which allow atomic
oxygen to react with the underlying polyimide Kapton.

Other materials used in the fabrication of flexible solar arrays such as silicones react with atomic oxygen to
develop an SiO 2 protective surface layer; however, crazing of the surface and deposition on adjoining surfaces
from the silicone present durability and contamination concerns.

ATOMIC OXYGEN

Low Earth Orbital Environment

The characteristics of the LEO atomic oxygen environment which significantly influence the rate of oxidation
of exposed polymeric materials are the energy, flux, and angle of attack of the impinging atomic oxygen. The
full-width-at-half-maximum energy spread of approximately 2 eV for a mean ram energy of 4.5 eV (at altitudes of
400 kilometers) is the result of both the Maxwell Boltzman distribution of hot (approximately 1000 K) atomic
oxygen and the spacecraft orbital inclination with respect to the earth's atmospheric rotation direction (ref. 1).
The atomic oxygen fluence is strongly dependent on the altitude, solar activity, and time of day with respect to
solar noon. Table I lists the atomic oxygen durability requirements for SSF surfaces. These requirements
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representworstcasescenarioswitha highatomicoxygenfluenceto assure15yearsolararraydurability(ref.
5). Atomicoxygenfluenceto surfaceswhicharenotperpendicularto theramdirectionisapproximately
proportionalto thecosineoftheangleof attackasshowninFigure1 (for400kmaltitude)foranglesbelow80°.
Beyond 80° the arriving fluence is significantly elevated above a cosine dependence because the high
temperature Maxwell Boltzman distribution contributes impinging velocity vectors which can be at various angles
with respect to the ram direction. In addition, the earth's atmospheric co-rotation produces a sinusoidally
varying velocity vector orientation because of the typical orbital inclination of 28.5 °. The total consequence of
the various velocity vector contributors is that surfaces 90° to the orbital ram direction are exposed to fluences
which are 4.1% of the ram fluence as shown in Figure 1 (ref. 6).

Interactions with Array Materials

Atomic oxygen protection of the $SF Kapton solar array blankets is to be achieved by RF magnetron
sputter-deposited 1300A-thick coatings of SiOx (where X is between 1.9 and 2.0) applied to each side of two
sheets of 0.00254 cm thick Kapton H sheets which are clad together with a silicone adhesive (McGahn Nusil CV-
2502) containing a fiberglass scrim (Figure 2). The purpose of the fiberglass scrim in the silicone adhesive is to
provide structural integrity to the clad Kapton blanket through load transference even after significant atomic
oxygen degradation. Degradation of the solar array blanket by atomic oxygen occurs chiefly at defects in the
SiOx-protective coatings. Such defects are typically pin windows or scratches in the protective coating which
allow atomic oxygen to attack the underlying Kapton material. Defects can arise as a result of the initial
uncoated Kapton roughness or surface irregularities, contamination, abrasion during SiO x sputter deposition,
flexure or abrasion during flexible circuit processing, or from micrometeoroid and debris impact in space. Such
coatings have been found to possess approximately 1000 defects per cm 2. The atomic oxygen durability of the
protective coatings can be assessed using RF plasma discharges in air or oxygen to simulate LEO atomic
oxygen degradation. Figure 3 shows the percent mass remaining of SiOx-coated Kapton as a function of
effective atomic oxygen fluence in an asher operated with air. Some of the coatings have total defect areas
which are so large that they cannot survive the desired SSF 15-year fluence requirement of 4.85 x 1022
atoms/cm 2 for the average of solar and antisolar facing surfaces of the array. Differences in the rate of mass
loss in test coupons appears to be strongly dependent on the number and size of atomic oxygen defects in the
protective coatings. Figure 4a is a scanning electron micrograph of a SiOx-protected Kapton surface after
atomic oxygen exposure to an effective fluence of 1 x 10 21 atoms/cm 2 in an RF plasma asher. Figure 4b
shows the same location after tape was used to remove the SiOx coating. As can be seen in Figure 4b, atomic
oxygen undercutting at the site of pin windows and scratches is cleady evident even in places where little
evidence of atomic oxygen undercutting can be seen in Figure 4a. If the applied protective coating is free from
residual stress, undercutting of the coating can occur without the coating tearing. If sufficient stress exists to
cause the coating to tear when undercut, significantly more atomic oxygen will be allowed to enter the defect
causing accelerated damage to the underlying Kapton. The shape of the undercut cavities below pin windows is
highly dependent upon the directional characteristics of the atomic oxygen arrival. Figure 5 illustrates the initial
shape of atomic oxygen undercutting resulting from isotropic RF plasma atomic oxygen arrival, directed beam or
fixed ram atomic oxygen arrival, and sweeping ram arrival. Functional solar arrays will be exposed to sweeping
ram atomic oxygen arrival, which should produce an initial atomic oxygen undercut geometry which is elongated
in shape. As the atomic oxygen oxidizes all the way through the Kapton to the SiO x coating on the opposite
side of the sheet, significantly more scattering of the atomic oxygen will occur, which should be more closely
replicated by the plasma asher environment than by fixed arrival direction exposures. Thus with time,
undercutting patterns at pin window defect sites should evolve to nearly circular symmetry.

Evidence of atomic oxygen undercutting in space, even for ram atomic oxygen arrival, can be seen from the
results of aluminized Kapton multilayer insulation exposed on the LDEF spacecraft. Figure 6 shows aluminized
Kapton from the LDEF spacecraft which was exposed to an estimated fluence of 5.77 x 10 21 atoms/cm 2, both
prior to (Fig 6a) and after (Fig 6b) removal of the aluminum coating. Projections of durability of solar array
material exposed to sweeping atomic oxygen arrival conditions as anticipated by SSF may be accomplished
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fromground based plasma asher and directed beam simulations as well as with in-space directed ram exposure
experiments such as the LDEF spacecraft. By comparison of ground and space based data, Monte Carlo
models can be created and used to project performance of arrays in space (ref. 7).

Silicone adhesives are used extensively in the construction of the SSF solar array, as shown in Figure 2o
Portions of the silicone (Dow Coming 93-500) adhesives used to attach the cover glass to the solar cells will be
exposed to atomic oxygen attack. If significant degradation of the Kapton circuit carrier sheet or Kapton overlay
sheet occurs, then exposure of the cladding silicone adhesive (McGahn Nusil CV-2502) may occur. In addition,
silicones are used for thermal control of solar array diode surfaces. Although silicones tend to develop SiO 2-

protective outer layers, high fluence atomic oxygen exposure tends to cause silicones to develop tensile stresses
in the near surface layers, causing crazing, which can extend deep into the silicone bulk. As such crazing
advances, secondary branch cracks also develop. Figure 7 is a scanning electron micrograph of silicone
adhesive (from Kapton adhesive tape) exposed on the LDEF spacecraft to an estimated fluence of 4.92 x 10 21

atoms/cm z . In addition to crazing, silicones eject polymeric fragments during atomic oxygen attack which
contaminate adjoining surfaces. This contaminant layer develops as a brown coating where further atomic
oxygen bombards the contaminated surfaces. Figure 8 is a photograph of a portion of the Solar-Array-Materials
Passive LDEF experiment (A0171) which contained samples of silicones (ref. 8). To the immediate right side of
the light-colored silicone samples in the center of the photograph are clear regions followed by dark deposits
(further to the right) where atomic oxygen impingement occurred. Similar dark contaminant layers have been
observed in ground plasma asher tests. This LDEF experiment was located on row A8 which had atomic
oxygen arriving from 38= to the left of the surface normal. Figure 9 illustrates the transference and observed
dark contamination which results from further atomic oxygen bombardment of the ejected silicone polymeric
fragments. Little is known about the surface mobility of the atomic oxygen ejected silicone molecular fragments;
however, extensive silicone contamination has been observed on LDEF surfaces. The role of ultraviolet solar
illumination on contamination issues is not fully clear, based on LDEF and plasma asher results to date. If

ejected silicone polymeric fragments can transport themselves to the front surface of solar cell cover glasses
then atomic oxygen darkening could degrade solar array output through darkening around the perimeter of each
cell. Figure 10 illustrates how atomic oxygen might reach the silicone cover glass adhesive allowing ejected
silicone contaminants to redeposit on adjoining surfaces.

MICROMETEOROIDS AND DEBRIS

The flux of particles of a given diameter and smaller that arrive on surfaces characteristic of the SSF orbital
environment is shown in Figure 11 (ref. 9). The flux of micrometeoroid particles is surpassed by debris particles
for particles of diameter less than 10"_ cm. Large diameter particles can create large defects in the protective
coatings on solar array blankets. However, the flux of large particles is not sufficient to contribute to substantial

oxidative solar array mass loss from subsequent atomic oxygen attack. Smaller .passrticles, though more frequent
in number, produce crater areas which are negligibly small for particles below 10" cm in diameter (ref. 9). The
fractional mass loss, ,_ M/M, of the $SF solar array blanket, due to atomic oxygen attack at debris-caused
defect sites, can be shown to be approximated by:

AM_ _k ( R_d _ _x 2) d-2.SfEt _.
M 2y 4
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where:k = constant = 2.82 x 10"17(cm)°'5/sec (ref 9)
R = ratio of crater to debris particle diameter
d = debris particle diameter, cm
x = SIO x protective coating thickness, cm
f = atomic oxygen flux, atoms/cm2/sec
E = Kapton atomic oxygen erosion yield, cm3/atom
t = mission duration, sec
y = Kapton thickness, cm

For R = 5 (ref. 10), x = 1.3 x 10 .5 cm (1300A), f = 1.14 x 1014 atom/cm2/sec (ref. 5),
E = 3.0 x 10.24 cm3/atom (ref. 1), t = 4.73 x 108 sec (15 yrs.), and y = 0.00254 cm;

The mass loss of the antisolar facing Kapton overlay Is calculated to be only 0.2% of the Initial mass after 15
years in low earth orbit. If one assumes that the debris-caused atomic oxygen defects have extensive atomic
oxygen undercutting, then the atomic oxygen reaction probability may be near 1 due to multiple scattering,
producing erosion yields near 2.2 x 10"23cm3/atom. Even with such an assumption, the percent mass loss of
the Kapton overlay would still represent only 1.4% of the initial blanket mass. Although debris particles (> 10 .5
cm in diameter) appear to be the largest contributor to the number of defects (approximately 3000/cm 2 ]yr), the
area of damage caused by these particles is far less than the area of pin windows and scratches (approximately
1000 defects/cm z) resulting from the Kapton roughness, deposition of the coating, and from flexible circuit
processing. Because the micrometeorold flux Is significantly below the debris flux for 10.5 to 10 -4 cm diameter
particles, mlcrometeorolds do not represent a life-limiting hazard to the atomic oxygen durability of solar array
blankets. Results of mlcrometeoroid or debris particle impacts on SIOx-protective coatings has been witnessed
on the LDEF spacecraft as show in Figure 12. As can be seen from Figure 12, cracking of the glass coating is
limited to the vicinity of the impact site, even for this rather large diameter crater.

CONCLUSIONS

Atomic oxygen protective coatings, such as sputter deposited SiOx, are inherently durable to low-earth-
orbital atomic oxygen attack. Defects in these coatings caused as a result of surface roughness, coating
deposition, processing, or micrometeoroid and debris impact will allow atomic oxygen to attack the underlying
polyimlde Kapton material. The atomic oxygen durability of current SiOx-deposited coatings indicates that initial
roughness, coating deposition, and processing-caused defects dominate the atomic oxygen degradation
processes. Micrometeoroid and debris impacts do not constitute a threat to the atomic oxygen durability of
solar array blankets. Potential atomic oxygen interaction with silicones must be considered to determine
whether or not crazing and contamination associated with atomic oxygen interactions will cause solar array
degradation.

.
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TABLE I. - ATOMIC OXYGEN DURABILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SSF PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAY

Surface

Ram Facing

Solar Facing

Anti-Solar Facing

Average of Solar and
Anti-Solar Facing

Atomic Oxygen

Flux, atoms/cm 2 sec

3.6 x 10 14

9.1 x 1013

1.14 x 10 TM

1.02 x 10 TM

Atomic Oxygen 15 year
Fluence. atoms/cm 2

1.7 x 10 23

4.31 x 10 22

5.40 x 10 22

4.85 x 10 22
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Figure 1" Atomic oxygen fluence dependence on arrival angle.
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a: Prior to removal of the aluminum coating, b: After chemical removal of the aluminum coating.

Figure 6: LDEF aluminized Kapton multilayer Insulation at crack sites in the aluminization after exposure to a LEO
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Figure 7: Silicone adhesive after LDEF exposure

to an estimated fluence of 4.92 x 1021 atoms/cm 2.

Figure 8: Photograph of LDEF silicone

contamination resulting from atomic oxygen

interactions with silicones•

O O

Figure 9: Atomic oxygen interactions with silicones which could produce brown contamination coatings

as observed on the LDEF spacecraft.
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The Space Radiation Environment for
Electronics

E. G. STASSINOPOULOS AND JAMES P. RAYMOND, FELLOW, IEEE

Invited Paper

The earth's space radiation environment is described in terms of

charged particles as relevant to effects on spacecraft electronics.
The nature and magnitude of the trapped and transiting environ-

ments are described in terms of spatial distribution and temporal
variation. The internal radiation environment of the spacecraft is

described in terms of shielding the high-energy particles of the

free-field environment. Exposure levels are presented in terms of
ionizing radiation dose and particle fiuence for comparison to

electronic component susceptibility.

I NTRODUC_TION

The space radiation environment can have serious effects

on spacecraft electronics. In this paper, the earth's space

radiation environment is described in terms of trapped and

nontrapped charged particles as relevant to effects on inter-

nal electronics. The nature and magnitude of the spatial

distribution and temporal variation in the trapped radiation

environment are presented. Transiting cosmic rays of gal-

actic and solar origin are described, and their interaction

with the earth's magnetic field is considered. In terms of

spacecraft electronics, accumulated damage from electron

and proton exposu re will limit system endurance. Transient

effects from individual high-energy protons or cosmic rays

can disrupt system operation, perhaps irreversibly.

The internal radiation environment is described in terms

of shielding the high-energy electrons, protons, and cosmic

rays of the external environment. Exposure levels are pre-

sented in terms of ionizing radiation dose and particle flu-

ence for comparison to electronic component damage sus-

ceptibility. Transient effects are presented in terms of

particle flux for assessment of the potential frequency or

prDbabilityof critical effects in the electronics. Of particular

importance are the limits in shielding effectiveness for high-

energy electrons, protons, and cosmic rays.

The interactions between the space radiation environ-

ment and the spacecraft electronics include those at the

external surfaces as well as in the internal electronics.

Manuscript received May 31, 1988; revised July 21, 1988.
E. G. Stassinopoulos is with the NASA Goddard Space Flight Cen-

ter, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA.

J. P. Raymond is with Mission Research Corporation, San Diego,
CA 92123, USA.

IEEE Log Number 8824355.

Important effects at the external surfaces include degra-

dation of solar cells and charging of dielectric material,

which can result in transient-producing arc-discharges. For

these external effects the characterization of the free-field

electron and proton environments as a function of particle

energy and time are important. The internal spacecraft

radiation environment is defined by particle transport

through the spacecraft structure and, when necessary,

shielding added to protect sensitive electronic pieceparts.

Important effects on the internal electronics are perfor-

mance degradation resulting from energy deposition by

accumulated ionization in the semiconductor materials;

accumulated atomic displacement damage in the crystal

semiconductors by high-energy protons; and transient

effects resulting from the ionization tracks from the inter-

action of a single cosmic ray or high-energy proton. There-

fore, of particular interest for effects on the internal elec-

tronics are the total electron and proton exposure (i.e.,

fluence) and time-dependent rate of high-energy protons

and cosmic rays (i.e., flux).

I. THE TRAPPED RADIATION ENVIRONMENT

The earth's natural radiation environment consists of

electrons, protons, and heavy ions: a) trapped by the earth's

magnetic field, or b) transiting through the domains of the

earth's artificial satellites. As the earth sweeps through the

solar wind, a geomagnetic cavity is formed by the earth's

magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 1, which defines the mag-

netosphere. The cavity is hemispherical oil the sun side,

with a boundary at approximately 10-12 earth radii (R e =

6380 km). On the night side, it is cylindrical, approximately

40 Re in diameter. Because of the sweeping action of the

solar wind, it extends over several hundred Re in the anti-

solar direction. The main particle trapping region, of spe-

cific interest in this paper, is the crosshatched area labeled

plasmasphere.

The total magnetic field of the magnetosphere is defined

in terms of two interacting and superimposed sources of

internal and external origin. The internal field of the earth

is thought to be caused by convective motion in the molten

nickel-iron core of the planet, and by a residual permanent

©1988 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Proceedings of the IEEE; vol. 76,

no. 1t, pp. 1423 to 1442; Nov. 1988.
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magnetism in the earth's crust. The external field is com-

prised of the _sum-total effect of currents and fields set up
in the magnetosphere by the solar wind. The internal field

component of the earth's magnetic field exhibits gradual
changes with time, characterized as secular variations [1],
[2]. These temporal effects are also observed in the shrink-
ing value of the earth's dipole moment, and the drift in the

location of the boreal (north) and austral (south) magnetic
poles.

Superimposed on these slow internal changes are cyclic

variations in the external field, whose magnitudes depend
on the degree of perturbation experienced by the mag-

netosphere. Specifically, strong perturbations of the geo-
magnetic field are present in the outer magnetosphere, and
depend on local time (diurnal effects), season (tilt effects),

and solar wind conditions (including solar flares) [3]. All of

these affect the magnetospheric current systems, which in
turn modify the local field values.

A characteristic of the geomagnetic field, of particular
significance to space radiation effects in electronics, is the

Brazilian or South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). This is primarily
the resu It of the offset of the dipole term of the geomagnetic
field by approximately 11 ° from the earth's axis of rotation,
and displacement of about 500 km toward the Western

Pacific. The effect is an apparent depression of the magnetic
field over the coast of Brazil. There, the Van Allen belts reach

lower altitudes, extending down into the atmosphere. The

SAA is responsible for most of the trapped radiation
received in low earth orbits (LEO). In contrast, on the oppo-
site side of the globe, the Southeast-Asian Anomaly displays

correspondingly stronger field values, and the trapped par-
ticle belts are located at higher altitudes.

A. Trapped Radiation Domains

The earth's magnetic field, above the dense atmosphere,
is populated with trapped electrons, protons, and small

amounts of low energy heavy ions. These particles gyrate

around and bounce along magnetic field lines, and are

reflected back and forth between pairs of conjugate mirror

points (i.e., regions of maximum magnetic field strength
along their trajectories) in opposite hemispheres. At the
same ti me, because of their charge, electrons drift eastward
around the earth, while protons and heavy ions drift west-
ward. Fig. 2 [4] illustrates the spiral, bounce, and drift motion
of the trapped particles.

The magnetosphere can be divided into five domains for

particle species populating or visiting, as shown in Fig. 3.
The strong dependence of trapped particle fluxes on alti-
tude and latitude is expressed in terms of the Mcltwain L
parameter [5], where L is a dimensionless ratio of the earth's

radius, approximately equal to the geocentric distance of

a field line in the geomagnetic equator. Also shown in Fig.
3 are the domains mapped by using the dipole field equa-
tion

R = L cos 2 A

(or R - A space). R is defined as the radial distance, and A
is defined as the invariant latitude. It should be noted that

the representation using L becomes increasingly invalid for
equatorial distances greater than fou r times R, because nf

the more complex particle motion in the geomagnetic field,

and the distortion of the geomagnetic cavity by solar wind
interaction effects.

The indicated domain boundaries should be considered

only transitions, not actual lines. These boundaries are

assumed for modeling purposes and, additionally, are used

here for a qualitative picture of the charged particle dis-
tri bution. "Real" boundaries are diffused areas, varying with
particle energy, and fluctuating in position due to magnetic
pertu rbations, local time effects, solar cycle variations (min-
imum and maximum activity phases), and individual solar
events.

1) Electrons: Energetic Van Allen belt electrons are dis-
tinguished into "inner zone" and "outer zone" popula-
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tions. The volume of space occupied by the "inner zone"

extends at the equator to about 2.4 Re. These domains are

indicated, respectively, by regions I, and 2-3-4 in Fig. 3. The

L = 2.8 line is used to separate the inner and outer zone

do'mains, while the termination of the outer zone at L = 12

is intended only to delineate the maximum outward extent

of stable, or pseudo-electron trapping. The region between

L = 2.5 and 2.8 is called the "slot." During magneto-

spherically quiet times, its electron density is very low.

However, during magnetic storms, the electron flux in the

"slot" may increase by several orders of magnitude.

The inner zone electrons are less severe compared to the

outer zone electrons. Specifically, the outer zone has peak

fluxes exceeding those of the inner zone by about an order

of magnitude. Also, the outer zone spectra extend to much

higher energies (-7 MeV) than the inner zone spectra (< 5

MeV). In this paper, we will present a detailed description

of both the external and internal radiation environments

for low earth orbits (i.e., LEO) in the inner zone, and for

geostationary orbits (i.e., GEO) within the outer zone.

2) Protons: Protons with energies greater than 10 MeV

populate regions 1 and 2 with an approximate trapping

boundary placed at L = 3.8 as shown Fig. 3. In contrast to

the electrons, the energetic trapped protons (E > 1 MeV)

occupy a volume of space which varies inversely and

monotonically with their energy as shown in Fig. 4. Con-

sequently, these particles cannot be assigned to "inner"

and "outer" zones. Fig. 5 shows the proton flux intensities

as a function of radial distance and energy. In low earth

orbits, the most intense and penetrating radiation is

encountered in the form of protons in the South Atlantic

Anomaly (SAA).

B. Models

Available radiation measurements from space form the

basis for models of the trapped electron and proton envi-
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ronment. Th_se models have been developed by the U.S.

National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center. All models are constructed
with several dozen data sets from a corresponding number

of satellites, providing a wide spatial and a long temporal

coverage.
The most recent of these models, AP8 for protons [6] and

AE8 for electrons [7], permit long term average predictions
of trapped particle fluxes encountered in anyorbit, and cur-
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rently constitute the best estimates for the trapped radia-
tion belts. However, statistics associated with randon fluc-

tuations and short-term cyclical variations have been
averaged out. The solar cycle dependence is reflected by
the average conditions for the solar minimum and solar
maximum activity phases of the 11-year cycle.

The predictions of these models for low earth orbit mis-
sions are presented in Tables I and 2 and Figs. 6 and 7. Table

1 presents the averaged orbit integrated fluxes for protons
as a function of energy, parametrically for orbital inclina-
tions of 28.5 ° , 60 ° , and 90 ° , all for both 300 km and 500 km

circular orbit altitudes. Table 2 presents comparable data
for the trapped electron environment. Fig. 6 gives the inte-

gral proton spectra for a circular 500 kin, 60 ° inclination

Table 1 Trapped Proton Fluxes, LEO, Solar Minimum

E(=.MEV)

0.04

0.07
0.10

0.50
1.00

2.00

3.00
4.00

5.00
6.00

8.00

10.00
15.00

20.00
25.00

30.00
35,00

40.00
45.00

50.00
80.00

80,00
100.00

150.00

200.00
250.00

300.00

350.00
400.00

500,00

300 KM

INCLINATION

28.5 DEG 60 DEG 90 DEG
5.420E+05 3.038E+08 1,509E+08

5,3995+05 2.577E*06 L2975*08
5.379E+05 2.1985+08 1,121E+08

5.202E*05 5,145E+07 3.055E+07
5.028E+05 2.056E+07 1.386E*07

4.945E÷05 8.7075+06 6.445E+06

4.890E*05 5.687E÷06 4.265E÷06
4.835E+05 3.895E+06 2.949E+06

4.781E+05 2.792E+06 2.129E*06
4,7285+0S 2.092E+06 1.606E+06

4.613E+05 1.53SE+06 1.184E+06
4.5015+0S 1.191E÷06 9,2425*05

4,348E÷05 9.010E+05 7.073E+05

4.203E÷05 7.359E÷05 5.827E+0S
4.064E+05 6.609E+05 5.241E+05

3.930E+05 6.026E+05 4.779E+05
3.770E÷05 5.568E*05 4.433E*05

3.616E*05 5.201E*05 4.129E+05
3.470E+05 4.857E+05 3,857E+05

3.331E+05 4.548E+05 3,613E+05
2.999E+05 3.9175+05 3.118E+05

2.4415+05 2.9595÷05 2.363E÷05
1.997E+05 2.276E+05 1.823E+05

1.0185*05 1.0555+05 8.646E*04
5.303E*04 5.1035+04 4.276E+04

2.684E+04 2.526E÷04 2,144E+04

1.3775÷04 1.2615*04 1.100E÷04

6,940E*03 6.559E+03 5.680E+03
3,219E÷03 3.139E+03 2.714E+03

4.961E*02 7,257E÷02 5,937E÷02

28.5 DEG

6.730E*06
6.7_4E*06
6.699E+06

6.5S0E+06

6.411E+06
6.305E+06

6,206E÷06
6.113E+06

6.020E+06

S.929E+06
S,739E÷06

5,5565_06
5.234E+06

4.936E+06
4.720E+06

4.517E+06

4.313E÷06
4.119E÷06

3.935E+06
3.761E+06

3.382E*06
2.7465÷06

2.243E+06
1.2795*06

7,4395*05

4.334E+05
2.5475*05

1.506E+05
8.914E+04

3,1085*04

500 KM
INCLINATION

60 DEG

91595E+08
7.947E*08
6.6205+08

1.329E+08

5.126E+07
2.246E+07

1.539E*07
1.123E*07

8,679E*06

7.054E+06
5.663E,06

4.7745÷06
3.947E*06

3.422E*06
3.169E*06

2.958E*06
2.760E,06

2.617E+06
2,468E*06

2,330E+06
2,055E+06

_,613E*06

1.279E+06
6,951E+05

3.896E+05
2,246E+05

1,3135*05

7.733E+04
4.594E+04

1.618E_04

90 DEG

5,013E+08
4.176E÷08
3.512E+08

8.003E+07

3384E+07
1,5985+07

1.1245÷07

8.390E*06
6,606E*06

5.453E+06
4,4485+06

3.795E÷06
3.169E+06

2.7605÷06
2.556E+06

2,384E+06
2.248E÷06

2.123E*06

2.009E÷06
1.902E+06
1.681E÷06

1.3245÷06

1.053E+06
5.742E+05

3.226E÷05
1.856E+0S

1.062E÷OS

6.359E÷04
3.753E*04

1.328E,04
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Table 2 Trapped Electron Fluxes, LEO, Solar Minimum

300 KM 500 KM

E(_,MEV) INCLINATION INCLINATION

2B.5 DEG 60 DEG 90 DEG 2B.5 DEG 60 DEG 90 DEG
0.04
0.07

0,10

0.20

0.30
0,40

0,50
0.60

0.70

0.80
0.90

1.00
1.25

1.50
135

2.00
2.25

2.50

2.75
3.00

3,25
3.50

3.75
4,00

4.50

5.00
5.50

600

6.50
700

2,973E+08 3.203E+09 2.971E+09
2,351E+08 2,391E*09 2,257E*09

1.861E+08 1.795E÷09 1.730E*09

5.629E*07 6.779E+0B 7.424E*08

2.227E+07 3.631E+08 4.262E*08
1.144E+07 2.384E+08 2.849E+06

5.897E*06 1.616E+08 1.950E+08
3,96SE+05 1.283E+0B 1.526E*08

2.701E+06 1.027E+08 1.204E*08

1.948E+06 8.399E+07 9.744E+07
1.494E+06 7,001E+07 6.051E+07

1.147E*06 5.850E÷07 6.669E+07
7.213E+05 3.857E÷07 4.262E*07

4.549E÷05 2.554E+07 2.742E+07
3.051E÷05 1,747E+07 1.828E*07

2.053E+05 1.199E÷07 t.224E+07

1.392E*05 8.275E÷06 8.289E÷06
9.419E+04 5.725E+06 5.637E+06

3,788E+04 3,899E+06 3.751E+06
1.521E+04 2.695E÷06 2.529E*06

4,8SOE+03 1,656E+06 1,695E+06
1,357E+03 1.292E+06 t.148E+06

3,874E+02 8.495E,05 7,316E+05
0.000E+00 5.650E*05 4.726E+05

0.000E+00 2.066E+05 1.643E+05

0.000E+00 6,828E+04 5.129E÷04
O,000E+O0 1.572E*04 t.lBSE+04

0.00OE+00 2.858E+03 1.970E*03

0.000E+00 0,000E+00 0.0OOE+00
0.000E*00 0,000E+00 0.000E÷00

5.153E+09 9.171E*09 7,876E*09
4.082E*09 7,007E÷09 6.066E*09

3.236E+09 5382E*09 4,712E+09

9.975E+08 1.908E,09 1,816E,09

3.969E*08 9,484E+08 9.514E+08
2.017E+08 5.895E+08 6.029E*08

1.030E+08 3.807E+08 3,944E*08
6.850E+07 2.917E*0B 3007E_08

4.574E+07 2.258E*08 2.315E+08
3.268E+07 1.813E+08 1.845E÷08

2.494E+07 1,504E+08 i.515E÷08
1,904E+07 1,252E÷08 1248E*08

1,179E+07 8.119E+07 7.931E+07

7.310E+06 5,292E*07 5,076E*07
4.870E+06 3.561E÷07 3,371E+07

3,250E+06 2,407E*07 2,250E+07
2,194E*06 1,644E+07 1.516E+07

1.484E+06 1,127E*07 1.026E÷07

5.934E+05 7.373E*06 6,610E+08
2.405E+05 4,956E÷06 4.361E*06

7,S91E*04 3.324E+06 2.862E*06
2.394E÷04 2,274E*06 1.914E÷06

7.263E+03 1.474E*06 1.206E+06
8.860E+02 9.693E*05 7.712E÷05

0.000E+00 3,493E+05 2.633E+05

0.000E+Q0 1.143E÷05 7.979E*04
0.000E+00 2.659E*04 1,751E+04

0.000E+00 3.923E÷03 2.470E+03

0.000E+00 1,235E+02 6.052E*01
0.000E÷00 0.000E+00 0,000E+00
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orbit, for both solar minimum and solar maximum con-

ditions. The relative hardness of the LEO proton spectrum

should be noted, Between 50 and 500 MeV the proton flux

decreases only by a factor of 4. Fig. 7 presents the com-

parable data for the trapped electron environment.

It should be noted that the model in the low altitude

regime (< 1000 km), that is, in the atmospheric cutoff region,

must be related to the correct geomagnetic field strength.

If used with current or projected (i.e., future) field strength

values, the predicted fluxes will be too high by factors rang-

ing from approximately 2 (at 800-1000 km) to approximately

50 (at 200-500 km). This is the result of the geomagnetic field

changing with time. In this process, the dipole moment is

decreasing, pulling heavily populated field lines down into

the denser regions of the atmosphere, where there occur

Fig. 7.
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significant particle losses (mostly due to coulomb scatter-

ing), which are not represented in the model.

The geosynchronous integral electron spectrum,

obtained from the AEg-MAX model, is given in Table 3 and

is plotted in Fig. 8. Worst and best cases are shown, cor-

responding to "parking" longitudes at 160 ° W (L = 7.0), and

70 ° W (L = 6.6), respectively. The flux ratio between the

worst and best cases is about 1.8 for electron energies

Table 3 Geostationary Electron Fluxes

E(>MEV) 70 DEG W 160 DEG W

0.04 3.775E÷07 4.643E+07
0.07 3.023E+07 3.847E÷07
0.10 2.421E+07 3.188E*07
0.20 1.145E÷07 1.587E+07
0.30 5.944E*06 8.575E+06
0,40 3,383E+06 5.044E+06
0.50 1,925E÷06 2.967E+06
0.60 1.224E÷06 2.048E_06
0.70 7.788E+05 1,414E÷06
0.80 5.290E*0S 9.879E+05
0.90 3.838E+05 6.983E*05
1.00 2.784E+05 4935E*05
1.25 1.338E+05 2.475E÷05
1.50 6.435E+04 1.242E+05
1,75 3.497E÷04 7.171E+04
2.00 1.900E*04 4A42E+04
2.25 9,313E*03 2,128E*04
250 4.653E÷03 1.093E*04
2.75 2.816E+03 6.494E*03
3,0Q 1.737E+03 3.858E*03
3.25' 1,118E+03 2.484E.03
3.50 7.196E÷02 1.600E+03
3.75 4.260E+02 8527E+02
4.00 2.522E+02 4.546E+02
450 6.825E+01 1,187E*02
5.00 1.673E.00 4.519E÷00
550 0.000E+00 0.000E*00

6.00 0.000E.00 0.000E*00
650 0.000E÷00 0 000E-00
700 0.000E*00 0 000E*00

Daily Outer Zone Electron Fluxe=
(AE8)

1012 Epoch: 1994.0

greater than 1 MeV, and 2.3 for electron energies greater
than 2 MeV.

The proton spectrum at GEO, in contrast to that of LEO,

is very soft and, essentially, is depleted for protons of ener-

gies greater than 1.75 MeV. Thus, trapped protons in GEO

are stopped by very small material thicknesses (approxi-

mately 0.05 mm of aluminum), and are not of concern to the

internal electronics.

C Variations

The trapped particle fluxes respond to changes in the

geomagnetic field induced by solar activity, and, therefore,

exhibit a strong dynamic behavior, especially in the outer

belts. Satellite measurements in geosynchronous (GEO)

equatorial orbits have revealed a complicated temporal pat-

tern consisting of a superposition of several cyclical vari-

ations in coniunction with sporadic fluctuations [8]-[10]. The

main periodic variations include a diurnal cycle, which in

GEO is characterized by order-of-magnitude electron flux

changes [8], and the 11-year solar activity cycle.

Sporadic magnetic storms in GEO can produce a mod-

ulation of the electron flux above 50 keV by an order of mag-

nitude within a period of tess than 10 minutes [9], and with

a corresponding decay in days. Substorms, which are a

common feature of the midnight to dawn sector of a GEO

orbit, result in the injection of electrons with energies

between 50 and 150 keV from the magnetospheric tail

region. The electron flux above 200 keV remains constant,

or actually decreases. The short term variations in electron

flux in the outer belt, including local time variations, are

particularlycriticalintheassessmentofspacecraftcharging

effects. For the internal electronics, the principal effect of

the electron exposure is ionization damage, which accu-

mulates slowly over the life of the mission.

Another important solar-activity-induced modulation of

the trapped particle population, particularly of protons,

occurs in the low altitude regime of the magnetosphere.

Here, during the active phase of the solar cycle, the

increased energy output from the sun causes the atmo-

sphere to expand, thereby raising the density of the atmo-

spheric constituents normally encountered at heights

between 200 and 1000 kin. This increase in atmospheric

density depletes, through coulomb scattering, the popu-

lations of those trapped particles that have their mirror

points at these low altitudes, with significant effects on the

radiation exposure of satellites orbiting in that domain.

The solar cycle variations observed in some areas of the

trapped particle domain are functions of energy and mag-

netic parameter L. They generally have opposite effects on

each particle specie, particularly in the low altitude regime:

Solar Min Solar Max

Elec'iron Intensities lower higher

Proton Intensities higher lower

Fig. 8.

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

EI>MeV)

Geostationary electron spectra.

5.0 6.0 7.O

No solar cycle changes of consequence have been mea-

sured in the heart of the proton trapping domain. No sig-

nificant long term variations, within current models, occur

in the electron populations at geostationary altitudes. How-

ever, in the atmospheric cutoff regions, electron and pro-

ton variations may range up to a factor of 5.
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D. Flux-Free Time

As mentioned previously, the South Atlantic Anomaly

(SA_) is a region of trapped particle radiation close to the

earth. Hence, for low altitude, low inclination orbits, the

SAA is the most important factor in determining the level

of radiation exposure of spacecraft. For low earth orbits

(LEO) with higher inclinations ( > 35 °, the protrusions of the

outer zone electron belts (the electron "horns") in the mid-

latitude regions must also be considered. Of particular

importance is the temporal distribution of the proton expo-

sure, which determines the maximum rate of potential pro-

ton-induced single-event upsets in the electronics, as well

as the periods in which no upsets will be observed.

The intermittent exposure of LEO satellites to the trapped

Van Allen belt radiation is illustrated for electrons in Fig.

9 for a circular 900 km, 99 ° inclination orbit during its worst

pass through the SAA. Note in Fig. 9 that even in a worst

case pass, there are time periods during which instanta-

neous electron fluxes above 0.5 MeV are below 1 particle

per square centimeter per second. The same is true for pro-

tons above 5 MeV. These time periods are the "flux free

time" (FFT) intervals. They may occur over short orbit seg-

ments (partial FFT per period), or over the entire length of

a revolution (total FFT per period). In terms of geomagnetic

geometry, the FFTs establish the duration for which the tra-

jectory lies outside the trapping domain of the correspond-

ing particle species, evaluated at the given energies. Or,

conversely, they are a measure of the degree to which the

trajectory is exposed to the charged particle trapping

domains.

The number of consecutive flux-free orbits of circular tra-

jectories is primarily a function of altitude and inclination

and, to a lesser degree, a function of particle energy. Gen-

erally, higher energies will yield longer FFTs because the

more energetic particles occupy a smaller volume of space,

particularly in the case of protons. For an orbit configu-

ration similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 9, and for protons

with energies greater than 5 MeV, or electrons of energy

greater than 0.5 MeV, there are no completely flux-free

orbits. The total FFT is entirely composed of contributions

from partially exposed revolutions. In terms of the solar

cycle, it can be summarized in percent of total mission dura-

tion as:

Protons Electrons

(E > 5 MeV) (E > O.S MeV)
Solar Minimum 81% 33%

Solar Maximum 83% 53%

For a 500 km, 30 ° inclination LEO, the FFT includes six

completely flux free orbits per day, that is, orbits which do

not pass through the SA_A or the electron "horn" regions.

In this case, the FFT can be summarized in percent of total

mission duration as:

Protons Electrons

(E > 5 MeV) (E > 0.5 MeV)
Solar Minimum 90% 89%

Solar Maximum 92% 88%

In terms of the spacecraft electronics, the fluxes of the elec-

tron and proton environments are important in the total

ionizing radiation induced damage, and the proton flux and

flux-free-time are important in the potential rate of proton-

induced transient upsets.

Fig. 9,
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E. Artificial Enhancement

A severe hazard for space missions could be introduced

by a high altitude nuclear explosion. Such an effect would

result in the injection into the magnetosphere of energetic

electrons from the beta decay of fission fragments. Sub-

sequent trapping of the electrons in the magnetic field [11]

could produce an enhancement of the electron population

by many orders of magnitude.

The principal hazard would be to missions in low earth

orbits, mainly because of an expected very stable trapping

with lifetimes up to eight years [11]. Fig. 10 shows the iso-

Fig. 10.

gevity.
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Isochronal contours for STARFISH electron Ion-

chronal contours for the trapped electrons resulting from

the STARFISH exoatmospheric nuclear explosion of July

1962 over Johnston Island in the Pacific. However, depend-

ing on the location of the explosion, the injection could also

produce a temporary large enhancement of the electron

environment at geostationary orbits• At GEO, the trapping

would be less stable, with exponential decay periods of

between 10 and 20 days. The apparent longevity, or con-

versely, the decay rate, of such fission electrons depends

to a large extent on the injection latitude and altitude; that

is, it is a function of the magnetic dipole shell parameter

L and, to a lesser degree, of magnetic field strength [12].

For the internal electronics, it is important to note that

both the total ionizing exposure level and exposure dose

rate are substantially increased by the artificially enhanced
environment.

II. TRAPPED RADIATION TRANSPORT, SHIELDING, AND DOSES

A. Emerging Radiation

In interacting with spacecraft materials, the electrons and

protons of thetrapped radiation belts are modified in inten-

sity by shielding, and modified in character through the

production of secondary radiation• The secondary radia-

tion can extend the penetration of the primary radiation

and lead to an increase in dose deposition over that of the

attenuated incident radiation. The most significant sec-

ondary radiation is the bremsstrahlung, or "braking radia-

tion," produced in the deceleration of electrons penetrat-

ing the spacecraft. This is a continuous X-ray spectrum

emitted roughly in the direction of electron penetration.

The mean X-ray energy is about one-third that of the initial

electron energy. The bremsstrahlung intensity depends lin-

early on the atomic number of the spacecraft material and

on the square of the initial electron energy. Bremsstrahlung

from energetic electrons populating the radiation belts is

very penetrating, and thus difficult to attenuate, especially

with the low-atomic number materials popular on space-

craft (e.g., aluminum). On the other hand, these low-atomic

number materials tend to produce less bremsstrahlung.

7) Electrons and Bremsstrahlung: To illustrate, Figs. 11

and 12 show the emerging electron and bremsstrahlung

spectra behind spherical aluminum shielding for the inci-

dent environment of a 500 km circular orbit of 60 ° incli-

nation. As the curves of Fig. 11 clearly indicate, the trapped

electrons are very effectively attenuated by the aluminum

Fig. 11.
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shield, and are nearly all stopped by thickness greater than

2 grams per square centimeter, even at the highest electron
energies. However, as shown in Fig. 12, the bremsstrahlung
flux levels for energies above 40 key are not significantly

affected by any of the aluminum shields from 0.1 to 10 grams
per square centimeter. It is important to note, however, that

above 100 keV, the photon fluxes are, on the average, over
three orders of magnitude lower than the incident electron
flux at corresponding energy levels.

2) Trapped Protons: Transport of the trapped protons is
illustrated in Fig. 13, which shows the emerging proton

spectra behind spherical aluminum shields for the 500 km
circular, 60 ° inclination orbit. As shown, the aluminum

shielding is very effective for the low energy protons, but
ineffective for the high energy (greater than 30 MeV) pro-

tons. The shielding effectiveness of the low proton energies
is important in reducing the ionizing energy deposition in
the internal electronics. On the other hand, the "harden-

ing" of the proton spectra provides little help in reducing

potential proton-induced single-event upsets.
33 Variables Affecting Dose Evaluations: Obtaining esti-

mates of the dose on a given component of the internal elec-
tronics in a spacecraft is a complex process involving sev-
eral variables that directly affect the results. These variables

include: 1) primary environment definition, 2) description

of the input spectra, and 3) contributions from secondary

particles and photons.
Four areas stand out that are of particular concern to

shielding and transport evaluations. These are completely
independent from, and unrelated to, the definition of the

Fi$. 13.
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spacecraft-encountered radiation environment. The areas
are: 1) shield geometry and shielding analysis technique,
b) shield material composition, c) target (i.e., component)

composition (e.g., package, passivation, metalization and
semiconductor of a complex microcircuit), and d) dose
units. Each of these, as shown in Table 4, offers a multiplicity

Table 4 Areas of Concern for Shielding and Transport
Evaluation

I SH|ELD GEOMETRY

• RAY TRAC|NG 2-0

• SOLID ANGLE SECTORING SIMPLE 3-D
• KERNEL TREATMENT

COMPLEX 3-0

• RADIATION EFFECTS

EQUIVALENCE

I SHIELD COMPOSITION

SINGLE COMPONENT

MULTI-COMPONENT

LAMINATED

TARG|T COMPOSITION

SINGLE COMPONENT

MULTI-COMPONENT

I DOSE UNITS
TARGET RELATED

• SLAa

• SOLID SPHERE

• SPHERICAL SHELL

• HOLLOW CYL(NOER

• STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

• ALUMINUM

• SILICON
• TANTALUM

• POLYETHELYNE

• ALUMINUM

• SiLiCON

•RAOAL

• RADs_

Ill RAD_z O

•RADTtsS

of choices and conditions that need to be clearly identified

and defined whenever calculations are performed and

results presented. Otherwise, the comparison of dose data
compiled by several independent sources, although derived

from the same spacecraft surface incident spectrum,
becomes meaningless and futile. In such cases, disagree-
ments by factors up to 20 have been known to occur.

Energy deposition in the internal electronics is measured
in units of rads (material). A tad (radiation absorbed dose)

is defined as 100 ergs of energy deposition per gram of
absorber material, without reference to the nature of the

energy deposition. The MKS equivalent of the rad is the
Gray, which is defined as the energy deposition of 1 Joule

in one kg of material (e.g., 100 rad(AI) = 1 Gy(AI)). For elec-
tron exposure, the energy deposition is almost all by ion-
ization. For proton exposure, the energy deposition

includes both ionization and atomic displacements.
The calculation of radiation penetration and dose dep-

osition, in principle, is well understood (with the possible
exception of intra-nuclear cascades), and usually can be car-

ried out to adequate accuracy with a variety of available
radiation transport codes. Analysis of the internal second-

ary radiation environment in specific spacecraft, while
complex, is possible, and has been performed using ray
tracing techniques, solid angle sectoring, and Monte Carlo

modeling [13].
Generally, space radiation transport and dose calcula-

tions use idealized shielding configurations such as solid
or hollow spheres, semi-infinite slabs, and cylinders, usu-

ally with aluminum as a reference material. The use of the
idealized configurations readily permits parametric anal-

ysis of dose attenuation, exploration of the consequences
of environmental uncertainties, and identification of the

shielding required for a given spacecraft. In comparing
results from different geometries, it should be noted that

for omnidirectional isotropic flux incidence, spherical
shields yield dose results roughly 2 to 6 times higher than

4_r exposure of slab shields with centered dose points.
Cylindrical shields yield intermediate results between the

spherical and slab configurations. The differences in con-
figurations, however, also depend on particle species,

energy spectrum, shield thickness, and (particularly) target
composition.

B. Ionizing Radiation Dose

To illustrate the ionizing dose exposu re, daily dose values
for low earth orbits (LEO) and geostationary orbits (GEO) are

presented in Tables 5through 7and Figs. 14through 16. The
materially attenuated doses and fluxes presented were cal-
culated with state-of-the-art transport codes [13], [14].

Tables 5 through 7 present the calculated dally doses for
LEO at 500 km altitudes and inclinations of 28.5, 60, and 90

degrees for solar minimum conditions based on the trapped
electron and proton models. Daily silicon doses in LEO at
500 km altitude and 30 ° inclination for solar minimum and

maximum, are shown in Fig. 14 for a two-sides exposure of

aluminum slab shields and for a solid spherical shield, as
an average over 15 orbits. The electron dose includes the
bremsstrahlung contribution.

As discussed previously, the South Atlantic Anomaly
(SAA) is the primary contributor to the doses accumulated

by spacecraft in LEO. Fig. 15 shows contours of total dose
for an attitude of 500 km for a spherical shield thickness of

2gramspersquarecentimeterofaluminum. Superimposed

on the world maps are the worst case passes through the
SAA for 28.5, 57, and 90 degree inclination orbits. As men-
tioned previously, for low inclination orbits (< 45°), there
are periods when complete revolutions are in flux free time.

These time periods are especially important when consid-
ering extra-vehicular-activities (EVAs).

The corresponding electron-plus-bremsstrahlung daily

dose for an aluminum shield of solid sphere geometry in
GEO at the parking longitude, with the lowest average flux
(70° W), is illustrated in Fig. 16 in the form of a dose-depth

cu rye. For the parking longitude with the large average flux
(160 ° W), the dose behind a 2 gram per square centimeter
shielding thickness is a factor of about 1.7 higher, regard-

less of geometry.

C. Permanent Damage Susceptibility of Electronics

The basic permanent damage mechanisms in semicon-

ductor devices exposed to high-energy electrons and pro-
tons are accumulated ionization effects and atomic dis-

placements in bulk semiconductors. Energy deposition
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Table 5 Daily Dose, 28.5 Degrees/500 kin, Solar Minimum

S T T ELEC BREM

GIWSOCM MM MILS RADS-AL RADS*AL
0.01 0.04 1.00 2.4946*02 9.518E.02

0.02 0.07 3.00 1.4176*02 6.74SE.02

0.03 0.11 4.00 8.8966+0! 5.151E-02
0.04 0.15 6.00 6.0086+01 4.162E-02

0.05 0.19 7.00 4.2666*01 3.479E-02

0.06 0.22 9.00 3,142E+01 2,959E-02
0.07 0,26 10.00 2.3876+01 2.552E-02

0.08 0.30 12,00 1.659E+01 2.227E-02

0.09 0.33 13.00 1.4776÷01 1,967E.02

0.10 0.37 15.00 1.195E+01 1.7536-02
0.20 0,74 29.00 2.7816,00 8.622E-03

0.30 1.11 44.00 1.1916+00 5.9516-03
0.40 1,48 58.00 6.6606-01 4,5896-03

0.50 1.85 73.00 4.2686-01 3.742E-03
0.60 2.22 87.00 2.915E-01 3.170E-03

0.80 2.96 117.00 1.497E-01 2.451E-03
1.00 3.70 146.00 7.8716-02 2.012E-03

1.25 4.63 182.00 2.8606-02 1.654E-03

1.50 5.56 219.00 6.463E-03 1.4126-03

1.75 6.45 255.00 1.053E-03 1.2386-03
2.00 7.41 292.00 1.032E-04 1.105E-03

2.50 9.26 365,00 0.000E.00 9.225E-04
3.00 11.11 437.00 0.000E+O0 8.022E-04

3.50 12.96 510.00 0.000E+00 7.t566-04

4.00 14.81 583.00 0.0006+00 6.485E-04
4.50 16.67 656.00 0.00064-00 5.942E-04

5.00 18.52 729,00 0.000E+00 5,490E.04

6,00 22,22 875,00 0.000E+00 4.770E-04
800 29.63 1167.00 0.000E+00 3.795E-04

10.00 37.04 1458.00 O.0OOE+O0 3.118E-04

Table 6 Daily Dose, 60 Degrees/S00 km, Solar Minimum

S T T ELEC BREM

GM,,SQCM MM MILS R_,DS-AL RAOS-AL

0.01 0.04 1.00 4.3046_-02 1.679E-01
0.02 0,07 3.00 2.406E÷02 1.187E-01

0.03 0,11 4.00 1 539E+02 9,230E-02

0.04 0,15 6.00 t.076E÷02 7.6336-02
0,05 3,19 7.00 7,992E÷01 6.5406-02

0.06 0.22 9.00 6.208E+01 5.710E-02

0.07 0,26 10.00 4.989E*01 5.0606-02

0.08 0,30 12.00 4.1156+01 4,537E-02
0.09 0,33 13.00 3 468E÷01 4.110E-02

0.10 0.37 15.00 2.967E+01 3.7566-02
0.20 0,74 29.00 1.090E+01 2.170E-02

0.30 1,11 44.00 6.208E÷00 1.625E*02
0.40 1,48 58.00 4 088E+00 1,316E-02

0.50 1.85 73.00 2,833E,_00 1.104E-02
0.60 2,22 87.00 2.0086+00 9,5016.03

0.80 2,96 117.00 1.086E+00 7.438E-03
1,00 3,70 146,00 5,778E-01 6,156E-03

1.25 4.63 182.00 2.756E-01 5.123E-03

1.50 5,56 219.00 1.3096-01 4.4256-03
1.75 6,48 255.00 6,178E-02 3.921E-03

2.00 7,41 292.00 2.811E.02 3,540E-03
2.50 9,26 365.00 4.293E-03 3.016E-03

3.00 11.11 437,00 4.175E-04 2.677E-03

3.50 12.96 510.00 8.0886-06 2.4366-03
4.00 14.81 583.00 0,000E+00 2.2516-03

4,50 16.67 656.00 O.O00E+O0 2,099E-03
5.00 18.52 729.00 0,000E+00 1,970E-03

6.00 22.22 875.00 0,000E.00 1.756E-03
8,00 29,63 1167.00 0,000E÷00 1,4536-03

10.00 37.04 1458.00 0,000E+00 1,233E-03

PROTON TOTAL
RADS-AL RADS-AL

1.805E_.00 2.5136,,,02

1.6296÷00 1.434E+02
1.540E+00 9.0556+01

1,472E+00 6.160E+0t

1.4116+00 4.4106+01
1.373E*00 3.283E*01

1.334E*00 2.5236÷01

1.300E+00 1.9916+01
1.268E*00 1.6066÷01

1.236E*00 1.320E÷01

1.032E÷00 3.8216+00
9.200E-01 2.1176+00

8.466E-01 1.517E+00
7.885E-01 1.219E+00

7.501E-01 1.0456+00
6.962E-01 8.483E-01

6.534E-01 7.341E-01

6.1896-01 6.492E-01

5.844E-01 5,9236-01
5.595E-01 5.617E-01

5,386E-01 5.398E-01
5.008E-01 5.017E-01

4,704E-01 4,712E-01

4.3866,01 4.393E-01
4.1406-01 4.1466-01

3.923E.01 3.929E-01
3.710E.01 3.715E-01

3.345E-01 3,350E-01

2,797E,01 2,801E-01
2,381E,01 2.384E-01

PROTON TOTAL

RADS-AL RADS-AL
6,493E÷01 4.955E÷0_.

2,498E,0! 2.6576 _-02

1.545E* 01 1.694 E ÷ 0_
1,071E+01 1,1846+02

7,814E*00 8.7806*01

6,268E*00 6.841E*01

5,159E'*00 5.5';06÷01
4,395E_.00 4.559E÷01

3.844E*,00 3.857E÷01
3.389E*00 3310E*01

1.675E*00 1,260E+01

1.164E*00 7.389E.00
9.099E-01 5.011E+00

7.575E-01 3.6016+00
6,737E-01 2.691E.00

5.7236.01 1,636E*00
5.052E-01 1.089E*00
4.5896-01 7.396E-01

4,216E-01 5,5706-0!

3,964E-01 4,621E-01
3.764E-01 4,081E-01

3.411E-01 3.484E 01

3.140E-01 3,171E.0!
2,882E-01 2.9076.01

2.689E-01 2.711E-01
2.524E-01 2,545E-01

2,364E-01 2,384E-01

2.0986.01 2.116E-01
1.706E-01 1.721E-01

1.4216-01 1.433E-01

from electrons and protons includes both ionization and

nonionization. Effects of electron exposure in virtually all
modern microcircuits are dominated by accumulated ion-
ization. Definition of the internal ionizing radiation envi-

ronment in terms of rads(Si) is generally adequate. Failure

levels resulting from accumulated ionization can be as low
as approximately 1000 rads(Si) for very sensitive unhar-
dened microcircuits to greater than 10 Megarads(Si) for
hardened microcircuits [15].

Effects of proton exposure over the energy range of inter-
est in the space environment include both ionization and

atomic displacement damage [16]. Failure levels resulting
from proton-induced displacement damage can be as low
as 1E10 p/cm 2 for very sensitive bipolar analog microcircuits

or power transistors. In general, however, effects of proton
exposure on the internal electronics are dominated by the

ionizing energy deposition [15]. Definition of the proton
environment for the internal electronics should include
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Table 7 Daily Dose, 90 Degrees/500 kin, Solar Minimum

S T T ELEC BREM PROTON TOTAL

MM MILS RAOS-AL RAOS-AL RADS-AL RADS-AL

0.01 0.04 1.00 3.693E+02 1.449E-01 4.279E+01 4.123E*02

0.02 0.07 3.00 2.123E+02 1.049E*01 1.725E+01 2.297E*02

0.03 0.11 4.00 1.395E+02 8.307E-02 1.090E +01 1.504E+02

0.04 0.15 6.00 8.986E+01 6.959E-02 7.660E+00 1.076E+02

0.05 0.19 7.00 7.573E+01 6.027E-02 5.652E+00 8.144E÷01

0,06 0.22 9.00 5.986E*01 5.315E-02 4.573E÷00 6.449E*01

0.07 0.26 10.00 4.885E÷01 4.746E-02 3.789E*00 5.269E+01

0.08 0.30 12.00 4.079E+01 4.288E-02 3.247E+00 4.408E+01

0.09 0.33 13.00 3.471E+01 3.907E-02 2.855E+00 3.761E÷01

0.10 0.37 15.00 2.997E+01 3.586E-02 2.529E*00 3.254E÷01

0.20 0.74 29.00 1.127E+01 2.103E-02 1.287E+00 1.258E÷01

0.30 1.11 44.00 6,340E÷00 t.573E-02 9.079E-01 7.263E+00

0.40 1.46 56.00 4.096E+00 1.270E-02 7.170E-01 4,826E+00

0.50 1.85 73.00 2.789E *00 1.062E-02 6.008 E-01 3.400E+ 00

0.60 2.22 87.00 1.948E+00 9.110E-03 5.356E-01 2.493E*00

0.80 2.96 117.00 1.001E+00 7.104E-03 4.559E-01 1.464E+00

1.00 3.70 146.00 5.370E-01 5.874E-03 4.019E-0! 9.448E-01

1.25 4.63 182.00 2.496E-01 4.890E-03 3.644E-01 6.189E-01

1.50 5.56 219.00 1.148E-01 4.227E-03 3.351E-01 4.541E-01

1.75 6.48 255.00 5.203E-02 3.751E-03 3.153E-01 3.711E-01

2.00 7.41 292.00 2.264E-02 3.392E-03 3.003E-01 3.263E-01

2.50 9.26 36500 3.159E-03 2.696E-03 2.740E-01 2.800E-01

3.00 11.11 437.00 2.841E.04 2.573E-03 2.538E-01 2.867E-01

3.50 12.96 510.00 4.912E-06 2.344E-03 2.340E-01 2.363E-01

4.00 14.81 583.00 0.000E*00 2.168E-03 2.187E-01 2.209E-01

4.50 16.67 656.00 0.000E,00 2.022E-03 2.056E-01 2.076E-01

5.00 18.52 729.00 0.000E+00 1.899E.03 1.927E-01 1.946E-01

5.00 22.22 875.00 0.000E*00 1.694E-03 1.713E-01 1.730E-01

8.00 29.63 1167.00 0.000E+00 1.402E-03 1.396E-01 1.410E-01

10.00 37.04 1458.00 0.000E+00 1.191E-03 1.165E-01 1.177E-01
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both the proton-induced energy deposition (in rads(Si)), and

the internal proton fluence and energy spectra for accurate

characterization.

O. Single Event Susceptibility of Electronics

The high energy protons of the trapped space radiation

environment can cause single event effects in modern

semiconductor electronics. The proton energy threshold

for these effects is approximately 10 MeV, with the cross

section for nuclear reactions increasing substantially at 30

MeV and above [16]. Typically, a nuclear reaction resulting

in a single event occurs on the order of once for every

100 000 protons. In terms of microcircuit susceptibility, for

a 60 ° orbit, the maximum proton-induced upset rate occurs

in the heart of the proton trapping domain of the radiation

belts at an altitude of approximately 2600 km. It has been

estimated that for electronics with "typical" shielding, the

single event upset rate could be as high as 0.1 upsets/bit-

day for very susceptible microcircuit technologies,

decreasing by at least five orders of magnitude for less sus-

ceptible microcircuit technologies [17J.

At low altitudes, low inclination orbits, the proton-

induced single event upset rate is determined by passages

through the South Atlantic Anomaly. During the flux-free

times, the electronics will be free of single event upsets from

trapped protons. The confinement of proton-induced

upsets to passages through the SAA may be either an advan-

tage or handicap to overall satellite system hardening.
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Fig. 15.
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III. Transiting Radiation

The transiting radiation of the space radiation environ-

ment is composed of a solar contribution and a galactic con-

tribution. Each is composed of high energy protons and

heavy ions. In terms of the spacecraft electronics, the dom-

inant effects are those associated with the ionization tracks

of single particles, as well as the effects of total accumulated

ionization. As with the trapped radiation environment, we

will first present the external environment, then the inter-

nal environment, and finally comment on the effects in the

spacecraft electronics.

A. Solar Cosmic Rays

l) SolarFlare Protons: Disturbed regions on the sun spo-

radically emit bursts of energetic charged particles into

interplanetary space. These solar energetic particle (SEP)

events (usually occurring in association with solar flares)

are composed primarily of protons, with a minor constit-

uent of alpha particles (5-10 percent), heavy ions, and elec-

trons. The emission of protons from the SEP event can last

as long as several days.

The time history of energetic solar flare particles as they

arrive at the earth after the occurrence of the parent flare

has several important characteristics. First, the particles

arrive in tens of minutes to several hours (depending on

their energy and point of origin on the sun); second, they

peak within two hours to one day; and third, they decay

within a few days to one week. It is important to note that

the most energetic protons arrive at the earth in about 10-
30 minutes.

SEP event phenomenology distinguishes between ordi-

nary (OR) events and anomalously-large (AL) events. AL

events are quite rare. Fig. 17 shows the energetic solar flare

proton events since 1956. As shown, three AL events

occurred during the 19th solar cycle, one during the 20th

cycle, and none in the 21st cycle [18]. They occur mostly

near the first and last year of the solar maximum phase. The

prediction of AL events was initially based on an empirical

model [3], and later on a probabilistic treatment involving

modified Poisson statistics [19]. A simple statistical predic-

tive model for solar flares is provided by SOLPRO [20], which

is based exclusively on satellite spectral measurements cov-

ering nearly the entire 20th solar cycle. This model predicts,

for a given mission duration and a specified confidence
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Solar flare proton events for solar cycles 19, 20, and

level, the mission integrated proton fluence spectrum from

OR events, and the number of AL events to be expected

with their event-integrated fluence spectra. In terms of pro-

ton fluence, since AL events are rare, small-sample statistics

are the only appropriate prediction technique. Thus, for

spacecraft of mission durations greater than one year, OR

event fluences are not significant, because probability the-

or*/predicts the occurrence of at least one AL event, even

for a confidence level as low as 80 percent.

2) Solar Heavy Ions: For ordinary solar flare events, the

relative abundance of the helium ions in the emitted par-

ticle fluxes is usually between 5 and 10 percent, while the

fluxes of heavier ions are very small, and significantly below

the galactic background. However, during major solar

events, the abundance of some heavy ions may increase

rapidly by three or four orders of magnitude above the gal-

actic background, for periods of several hours to days. The

increased flux of the heavy ions can have serious conse-

quences in terms of an increased frequency of single event

effects within the spacecraft electronics.

B. Galactic Cosmic Rays

The region outside the solar system in the outer part of

the galaxy is believed to be filled uniformly with cosmic rays.

These consist of about 85 percent protons, about 14 percent

alpha particles, and about I percent heavier nuclei. The gal-

actic cosmic rays range in energy to above 10 GeV per

nucleon. Fig. 18 shows the spectral distributions for hydro-

gen, helium, carbon, and oxygen ions. The differential

energy spectra of the cosmic rays near the earth tend to

peak around 1 GeV/nucleon. Toward lower energies, the

spectral shape is depressed by interactions with the solar

wind and the interplanetary magnetic field. This reduction

in flux becomes more pronounced during the active phase

of the solar cycle. The total flux of cosmic ray particles seen

outside the magnetosphere at the distance of the earth from

the sun (i.e., I AU) is approximately 4 per square-centimeter

per second (primarily composed of protons). For all prac-

tical purposes, the cosmic ray flux can be considered as

omnidirectional, except for very low altitude orbits, where

the solid angle subtended by the earth defines a region free

from these particles. Fig. 19 shows the relative abundances

of the galactic cosmic ray ions. A model for these particles

is available [21].
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C Geomagnetic Shielding

Low altitude and latitude earth orbits are essentially

shielded from solar or galactic cosmic rays by the geo-

magnetic field up to inclinations of about 45 ° . The earth's

field acts as an energy filter preventing particles with less

than given momentum values from penetrating to certain

altit ude-latitude combi nation s. Figs. 20 and 21 show the total

ion enersy required to penetrate the magnetosphere in
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terms of the dipole parameter L. Table 8 and Fig. 22 show

the effects of geomagnetic shielding on solar flare protons

for high inclination (greater than 60 ° ) low earth orbits. Fig.

23 shows the effect of shielding on cosmic ray silicon atoms

for low earth orbits. Fig. 24 shows the magnetospheric

attenuation dependence of the galactic cosmic ray iron

spectrum on energy and L.

For geostationary orbits, magnetic shielding is relatively

ineffective, and such orbits will be exposed to galactic

Table8 Solar Flare Proton Ftuences, lAL, AItitude = 500km

ENERGY 1 AL UNATTEN 28,5 DE,.., E0 DEG 90 DEG

(>MEV) #SGCM'EVFNT #'SC.CM'EVENT #/SQCt.!'E_VENT #/SQCM°EVEN-

10.0 1680E.10

200 1.152E.10

30 0 7300E*09

40.0 5.417E*09

500 3714E.99

600 2 547E*09

700 174_E+0_

_00 1 197E.09

90,0 8210E-08

1000 5629E.0_

1100 3 860E-08

120.3 2546E*0_

I300 1 815E-08

1400 1.244E-08

1500 8.531E-07

160.0 5 850E-07

170 0 4 011E_07

_80 0 2750E-07

1900 1886E_07

2000 1 293E-07

5.314E*08 3.837E+09

4.429E*08 276IE*09

3.502E-08 1960E÷09

2._54E_08 1.386E.09

19£5E_08 9 735E+08

1 461E*08 6 819E*08

1 062E_08 4 762E*C_

7 T17E*07 3322E*08

5 515E-07 23|6E*C8

3 903E-37 1608£.08

2762E.07 1.117E.08

1.975E_07 7766E*07

t.417E*07 5 3_9E_0 _

1 011E*07 3723E*07

7225E_06 2 571E*07

5177E_06 1.779E_07

3696E_06 12312_07

2.610E*06 8508E*06

1827E*05 5874E*06

1276E÷06 4 056E.06

cosmic ray hydrogen of energies above approximately 60

MeV, and heavier ions above 15 MeV per nucleon. This is

illustrated in Tabte 9 for energetic solar flare protons, and

is independent of parking longitude.

Geomagnetic shielding effects on geocentric missions

are usually evaluated with simple rigidity considerations,

for economy reasons, and because of substantial diurnal

variations in the cutoff latitudes associated with geomag-

netic tail effects (2-4 degrees), and storm-induced changes

(>4 degrees).

IV. TRANSITLNG RADIATION TRANSPORT, SHIELDING, AND

ENERGY DEPOSITION

A. Emerging Radiation Spectra

1) Solar Flare Protons: Considerations in the transport of

solar flare protons are similar to those previously discussed
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for the trapped protons. The materially attenuated emer F-

ing spectra reflect the shielding effect on the distribution
of the solar flare protons, as shown in Fig. 25. The proton

fluxes in the 0.1 to 10 MeV range emerging behind spherical
aluminum shields of thickness ranges from 0.3 to 5 grams/

cm 2 are substantial. Particularly relevant to single particle
event effects in the electronics is the Linear Energy Transfer
(LET) in silicon, defined as the energy deposition per unit

length in the active region of the semiconductor device.

The LET spectrum for one AL event is shown in Fig. 26 for
the interplanetary solar flare proton spectrum not atten-

uated by the magnetosphere, emerging from spherical alu-
minum shields of two thicknesses. Stopping powers (dE/dx)
were calculated from the classical equation [22]. The Bethe

formula is accurate to about 20 percent at a few MeV per
nucleon [23]. The error decreases at higher energies, where
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Table 9 Solar Flare Proton Fluences, 1 AL, GEO

ENERGY t AL UNAT/EN ENERGY 1 AL 160 W ENERGY 1 AL 70 W

(>MEV) #/SQCM'EVENT (>MEV) #/SOCM'EVENT (>MEV) #/SQCM'EVENT

10.0 1.680E+ 10 NOT ACCESSIBLE NOT ACCESSIBLE

20.0 1 152E*10 0 0

300 7 900E+09 0 0

400 5 417E+09 481 3.990E.09 0

500 3 714E+09 500 3.714E.09 0

60.0 2 547E*09 600 2 547E*09 60 4 2 509E*09

700 1 746E*09 700 I 746E_09 ?0 0 1 746E*09

B00 1 197E+09 800 1 197E.09 80 0 1 197E.09

90,0 8.210E*08 90 0 8 210E*0B 90 0 8 210E,08

100 0 5 629E÷08 1000 S 6_'9E*08 I00 C, 5 629E*08

110 0 3 860E*08 110 0 3.860E*0B 110 0 3 BGOE+08

1200 2.646E*08 120.0 2 646E*OB 1200 2.646E*08

130 0 I,gISE*08 130.0 1.815E*08 130 0 1 815E*08

1400 1,244E_0S 1400 1 244E*05 140 0 1 244E*08

150.0 8 531E_07 150 0 B 531E*07 150 0 8 531E.07

160 0 5 860E+07 1600 S,850E*07 160 0 5 850E,07

1700 4 011E÷07 170 0 4 011E*07 170 0 4 011E.67

180.0 2 750E*07 IB00 2 750E*07 180 0 2 750E+07

190.0 1.886E*07 190.0 1.866E+07 190.0 1 856E*07

2000 1 293E*07 200 0 1.293E*07 200 0 1 293E,07

the assumptions of the Bethe formulation are increasingly

valid. At energies below a few MeV per nucleon, the error
increases due to unmodeled details of the energy loss
mechanisms.

In general, the ionization loss of a single proton is insuf-
ficient to .cause a single event effect in a semiconductor
device. Observed single event effects from proton expo-

sures are the result of the energy deposition of particles
produced by nuclear interactions by the incident proton

with the target nucleus. The proton threshold energy for
these nuclear interactions is approximately 30/VleV [17].

2) Galactic Cosmic Rays: Fig. 27 shows the unattenuated

interplanetary spectra for silicon cosmic ray ions, the mag-
netospherically attenuated orbit-integrated spectra inci-
dent on the surface of the spacecraft, and the shielded spec-

tra of emerging particles behind selected thicknesses of

spherical aluminum geometries for an orbit of 57 ° incli-
nation and 600 km altitude. Differential particle fluxes are
shown referenced to the left ordinate. Also shown in Fig.

27 is the Linear Energy Transfer (LET) spectrum of the silicon
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ion as a function of energy, referenced to the right ordinate.

The LET spectrum is important in defining the energy

deposited by a single particle, and subsequent single event

effects in the spacecraft electronics.

In passing through shieZding material, nuclear reactions

are induced by heavy ions with energies above an effective

threshold of a few MeV/nucleon. These nuclear reactions

provide a source of secondary radiation, both prompt and

delayed. Above several hundred MeV/nucleon, nuclear

reactions surpass atomic ionization as the main attenuation

mechanism in material. At higher energies, the interaction

of the incident particle tends to occur primarily with indi-

vidual nucleons in the target nucleus, and can lead to the

ejection of several energetic protons and neutrons. This

"spallation" process leaves the product nucleus highly

excited, with de-excitation occurring through the "evap-

oration" of additional nucleons and the emission of gamma
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rays. For 400 MeV protons incident on aluminum, the aver-

age total nuclear emission is 4.8, including 2.8 spallation

nucleons with an average energy of 120 MeV [24]. The pro-

cess can generate a rich variety of residual nuclei, especially

in heavier elements, as a result of the multiplicity of sta-

tistically possible reaction paths (i.e., the specific number

of protons and neutrons emitted). These product nuclei fre-

quently are radioisotopes decaying by beta-ray emission

with a variety of lifetimes.

Several important features are illustrated by the curve of

Fig. 28. First, there is substantial attenuation by the earth's

Fig. 28.
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Solar flare proton dose.

magnetic field of all particles in the energy range of 10-

10 000 MeV per nucleon. Second, there is an insignificant

effect of material shielding in the energy range from about

90 to 10 000 MeV, Note that there is no substantial decrease

in flux even for aluminum shielding of 10 grams/cm 2

(approximately 1.5 inches). Third, there is an unavoidable

shield side effect of a significant increase in the low energy

(0.8-50 MeV/nucleon) high-LET fluxes for shield thickness

greater than 0.1 gram/cm 2 of aluminum. With increasing

shield thicknesses, the population of high energy ions

decreases slightly, but with a resultant increase in the low

energy (0.8-50 MeV/nuclear) ions. Since the LET increases

with decreasing energy in this range (heavy solid curve) the

presence of the shield actually increases the severity of the

environment to the interna! electronics.

B. Ionizing Radiation Dose

In general, the ionizing radiation dose from the transiting

radiation environment is not significant compared to that

of the trapped radiation environment. Particle fluxes from

energetic solai" flares are heavily attenuated by the geo-

magnetic field, which prevents their penetration to low

orbital altitudes and inclinations. For a 500 kin, 30 ° incli-

nation orbit, the attenuation is nearly total. In a 500 kin, 57 °

inclination orbit, some penetration occurs. In contrast, a

polar orbit experiences a substantial degree of exposure at

any altitude.

In GEO, the geomagnetic shielding is relatively ineffec-

tive. Even so, the average yearly dose from ordinary (OR)

events behind a 2 gram/cm 2 spherical aluminum shield is

quite small, approximately 18 rads(Si)/year. In comparison,

Table 10
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the event-integrated dose from an anomalously large (AL)

flare at parking longitude of 70 ° W would be approximately

600 rads(Si)/event for the same shield and target as shown

in Fig. 28 and Table 10. Tripling the shield thickness to 6

grams/cm 2 would result in 300 rads/event.

C. Single Event Susceptibility of Electronics

Single event upset effects in electronics from the tran-

siting space radiation environment may be the result of

either the energetic solar flare protons or cosmic rays. The

nature of trapped proton-induced single event effects has

been discussed previously. In general, the single event

upset rate due to transiting protons is small compared to

that due to cosmic rays, except for the occurrence of an AL.

To cover the occurrence of an AL during the spacecraft mis-

_i0n, both the expected duration and fluence oftheAL must

be considered in the electronics design.

For the cosmic ray component of the transiting space

radiation environment, the definition of the LET spectrum

of the internal radiation environment is a fundamental basis

for characterization of component susceptibility. Observed

effects from single heavy high energy ions include memory

bit upset, microprocessor errors, CMOS latchup and

burnout in power MOSFETs, and electrically-erasable

PROMs [25], [26]. The probability of latchup or burnout is

much less than that of memory bit upset or logic errors, but

the consequences to system operation may be much more

severe.

Generally, cosmic-ray-induced single event effects dom-

inate proton-induced single event effects both at altitudes

below 1000 km and above 4000 km for 60 a circular orbits.

For orbits of lower inclinations, the cosmic rays are shielded

by the earth's magnetic field, causing the cosmic ray upset

level to decrease compared to the proton upset rate. On the

other hand, for orbits of higher inclinations, the relative

u pset rate of the cosmic rays increases. The variations in the

spacecraft orbit, space radiation environment, and device

susceptibility should be considered in estimating specific

cosmic ray/proton upset levels in support of spacecraft

electronics design. The specification of the internal elec-

tronics environment should include the time-dependent

proton flux and energy spectrum, the cosmic ray LET spec-

trum, and the cosmic ray spectrum by particle species and

energy spectrum. The actual cosmic ray spectrum can be

a valuable supplement to the LET spectrum in those cases

where more detail is necessary to support experimental

characterization in ground-based laboratory facilities.

CONCLUSION

The richly diverse earth space radiation environment has

been descnbed in terms of its nature and variations with

respect to the susceptibility of spacecraft electronics. The

constraints of space radiation effects on spacecraft elec-

tronics design can be significant, but with careful com-

ponent selection, shielding, and design, systems can be

realized that are both of high performance and long endur-

ance.

This paper has specifically addressed the earth radiation

environment, but our planet is not alone in its magnetic

field and trapped radiation belts. Jupiter, to be explored by

the Galileo spacecraft, has a trapped radiation environment

much more severe than that of the earth. Even in transit to

the outer planets and beyond, the galactic cosmic rays must

be considered in their effects on the electronics. As our

knowledge of the space radiation environments and radia-

tion effects of electronics grows, the electronics technol-

ogy itself evolves. The combination will be both exciting

and challenging for many years to come.
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